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Letter from the CEO
The year 2017 began as the anniversary of a decade of existence for our company. On
February 22nd Bittnet celebrated 10 years of activity, and during this period we have
reinvented ourselves a dozen times, and, especially, we have fought to grow while
sticking to the same values and principles framework which we had since we began on
this road.
We have assumed several times the role of pioneers in the IT industry in Romania and we
have formed a competent team with whom we have grown constantly during this period.
We have grown over 100 times in just 10 years from revenue of EUR 30,000 in 2007 to
over 3 million EUR in 2016. These results reconfirm our efforts to become an industry
standard determine us to continue on the same path of performance.
We are in a privileged place and we wish to thank and show appreciation to those who
have been and still are with us in this entrepreneurial project. First of all we thank the
people who have been and are involved, to those who have been remarked in the 10
years of activity, but also to those who, at a certain point, have chosen different career
opportunities. All of them have contributed to the Bittnet story. Also, we are grateful to
all clients and companies, whose cooperation and trust have helped us evolve at an
accelerated pace.
Our first integration project was implemented in 2007 for a German railway company
which has given us the confidence that we will deliver, configure and support their VoIP
communication solution. Our traditional providers such as Logicom or LikeIT (now Alef
Romania) have been with us all these years of activity, including the peak of the financial
crisis. Partner banks (Banca Transilvania, Patria Bank, Procredit and Unicredit) have
supported the financing of accelerated growth for 10 years, which lead to the inclusion in
the Financial Times ranking of the fastest growing European companies.
We also must thank all private or institutional investors for their trust, for believingin the
Bittnet project .In January 2012 we received the first Angel Investor investment from
Razvan Capatina. This year he has marked some profits, but remains an important
investor in Bittnet. Also, since April 2015 (when we became the first Romanian IT
company listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange), hundreds of new shareholders gave us
their vote of confidence in our development plans.
During this period, the company's evaluation increased 5 times: from EUR 1.5 million at
the time of listing to over EUR 7 million on 30 June 2017. The number of company
shareholders doubled compared to June 30th, 2016 (327 on June 30th, 2017, compared to
163 on June 30th, 2016).
Investors with a smaller appetite for risk chose the investment in bonds issued by the
company (another premiere in Romania). These are among the most liquid bonds listed
on the AeRO market and have been traded constantly above the level of 102.5%. The
company is, of course, up to date with the coupons payment through the Central
Depositary System. We are grateful for the trust and support you have shown us!
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The company has as a strategic goal to be a landmark in the relationship with investors.
We believe in transparency and try to provide to the shareholders all the information the
management would like to receive, if the roles would be reversed. In the first half of
2017, Bittnet received a special award from the BSE as part of the 'Made in Romania'
project: 'Ambassador of AeRO'. This distinction was the result of the company's financing
efforts through the stock exchange mechanisms, as well as the opening to the
shareholders.
Regarding the capital market, we intend to continue the activities and operations after
the same success model patterned by Banca Transilvania. As such, we are targeting the
full capitalization of profits, through capital increases with free shares distribution,
accompanied by capital increases with new contributions, at prices that provide
significant yield to investors, but also provide important capital attraction for the
company.
The General Shareholder Meeting from April 2017 has approved two such increases, of
which the one with free shares has already been accomplished, the shares being loaded
into the Central Depository accounts of the shareholders at after only 3 days after the
registration date. We consider that this is also a premiere for the Romanian capital
market.
For the increase with new contributions, the company will issue 1.416.012 shares that will
be offered to investors at a price per share of RON 0.57. This operation, preceded by a
trading period of preference rights, will begin as soon as the ASF visa is issued on the
simplified prospectus.
In this context, we present the company's achievements in the first half of 2017, the best
first semester in the company’s history. In the six months since the beginning of the year,
we recorded an accelerated growth: 70% over the same period last year and 136% against
S1 2015. This route confirms once again the strategic directions of development that we
have proposed. These directions, such as strengthening IT training market leader status,
"cloud" and "cyber security" technology trends, as well as strengthening strategic
partnerships, will also be pursued in 2017-2018.
The accelerated growth in the first semester was supported by both business lines ("IT
Training" and "Integration & Cloud"). Training increased by 39% compared to the first half
of 2016, while integration and cloud migration services increased by 115% over the same
period. This growth rate difference is normal, because the training business is, overall, a
much smaller one than the integration one, and the "cloud migration" market is a new
market that has been around us for about 2 years
This way, it is easier to strongly grow on a market where the Bittnet share is under 1%,
than on one where we are market leaders. On the other hand, the “IT Training” business
line is a "occupation rate" or "critical mass" business typology. After exceeding a certain
total volume threshold, a less spectacular volume increase will generate significant gains
in profitability.
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In the case of the training division, a significant component are the training services
delivered to the LLPA members (the alliance of the largest and most important IT training
partners in Europe). We joined this organization a year ago. Approximately 10% of the
value of the training services provided in S1 2017 are both 'export training' projects - both
with LLPA members and with traditional partners such as Global Knowledge. As an
absolute value - EUR 76,000 - this result is very good compared to S1 2016 (only EUR
52,000) and S1 2015 (only EUR 5,000).
These results confirm our intention, but also our communicated efforts since last year, to
build our presence beyond the country’s borders. In the following years, we will intensify
these international development efforts in order to reduce the risks of dependence on
the internal market, but also to harness business opportunities with a higher gross margin
than the one gained from the internal market.
At the level of the "Integration & Cloud" division and related services, the very good
result comes from increasing the customer base and diversifying the range of services
provided to recurring clients. At the same time, the high level of technical competence
(reconfirmed by all technology partners through the renewal or extension of certifications
granted to the company), recommend us both to end-customers, and also to
intermediaries who subcontract us to build components from larger projects.
These intermediaries are, in fact, trading partners that we can generically call "strategic
partners", along with whom we approach different market segments, where we feel that
the associated risks do not fit into our overall policy. A form of strategic partnership
reduces these risks, giving us the chance to focus on what we know to do in terms of good
profitability.
Particularly, the companies’ interest for public cloud, where Bittnet is the only multicloud
partner in Romania, has significantly grown. We have identified this strategic direction
since the beginning of 2015, and the gained results in S1 2017, combined with the
pipeline of projects with winning horizons in the following 12 months, determinate us to
allocate more resources in this direction. Equally important is the distribution of the
Cloud Division results on a significantly higher number of clients (14 different clients to
whom we delivered such services in 2017 compared to 2 clients in S1 2016), but also the
profile of these clients. They are small, medium and large companies, primarily from the
private sector, as well as public companies that test public cloud services for non-critical
applications.
Generally speaking, as in 2016, revenues from services have exceeded revenues from
equipment commerce, which confirms the decision made at the beginning of 2015, to
align the interests of all the actors (sales team, managers, shareholders) by exclusively
bonusing the generated gross margin from each project. Therefore, the entire company is
focused on identifying and delivering value-added projects for customers, as opposed to
"increasing the turnover". Moreover, this approach reduces the risks associated with
“record of achievements” projects, which means higher revenue numbers and implicit,
high financial risks, but with a limited profitability. It is important to mention that all
these results are an organic growth, based exclusively on Bittnet's efforts to increase the
customer base in the Bittnet product and service portfolio.
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The acquisition proposal of Gecad, approved in the GSM of April 2017, will most likely
materialize in the second half of 2017. Then it will be publicly announced, and the
consolidated results (Bittnet plus Gecad) will be published as the annual results, which
will be presented preliminarily in February 2018.
We will continue to analyze other market consolidation opportunities if they will be
consistent with our business model and values. The need to strengthen the IT market,
which we also mentioned in previous reports, has led to other transactions materialized
in the past 6 months, by taking over companies by local players or entrance on the
market of some international players (for example: The Czech ALEF group entered the
Romanian market by taking over the local distributor LikeIT, and the Cypriot Logicom
group, present on the Romanian market since 2007, took over the local distributor
Gemini SP).
From the financial point of view, the first semester of 2017 brought an important result.
Just like in 2016, we were able to get a net positive result (RON 13,500 in 2017 compared
to RON 254 in 2016). Most importantly, the operational profit increased by 67% and
reached RON 400,000 in S1 2017, compared to RON 240,000 in S1 2016. These financial
results reconfirm the operational - financial model on which the business is built, about
which
the
shareholders
can
read
in
the
Shareholder's
Manual:
https://investors.bittnet.ro/bittnet-owners-manual/.
We are very confident in our team, in the evolution of the organization over the past 12
months, in all marketing, sales and operational efforts made during this period. We look
forward to the second half of the 2017 fiscal year in order to achieve the bold operational
and financial goals we have set ourselves!
Mihai Logofatu
CEO
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1. Significant events in the first half of 2017
Successful completion of the capital increase operation with the new
contributions from the shareholders
The General Shareholder Meeting from April 2016 has also approved, among others, the
increase of the shared capital of the company by issuing a number of 1.000.974 new shares,
offered for subscription to the holders of preference rights.
If during January, 9th - February, 8th, the First Phase of subscription took place, during which
were issued 993.207 shares, at the price of 0.78 per share, in the Second Phase The Company
has offered the 7767 shares left unissued. These were sold during a private investment to 9
investors, individuals which put 9 orders of subscription, at the price of 0.80 per share, which
represents 0.78% of the total subscription. Therefore, at the end of the Second Phase, all
offered shares were issued.
During the two subscription Phases, Bittnet Systems S.A. has attracted investments to the
shared capital of RON 780,915.06.
This capital increase was a premiere for the Romanian capital market, because it was
distributed through all intermediates and were used all Romanian Stock Market’s mechanisms
for the subscriber registration (POFX Market).

Extension of the Cisco Certified Gold Partner status
On February, 21st, 2017, the Company informed the shareholders about gaining the extension
of the “Cisco Gold Certified Partner” status after passing the audit realized by the American
vendor, Cisco Systems. For the extension of the gained certification one year ago, the Company
went through the audit process, which has checked the performances and skills of Bittnet’s
technical team. There have been reevaluated the standardized processes and procedures of the
Company level on Cisco technologies, the treatment of clients and projects, the sales
competencies on complex solutions, the installment and maintenance competencies for there
IT services, the documentation of delivered solutions, the projects management, the way of
answering to technical support tickets opened by clients, the clients’ satisfaction, the business
practices and the Company’s capacity of integrating Hibryd IT, Cloud and Management Services
solutions, security solutions, in Cisco technology projects.

Extension of bank products
In March and April 2017 the company has informed the shareholders about the extension of
the loan products with the bank partners Patria Bank (loan line) and Unicredit (factoring limit).

General Shareholder Meeting
On April, 26th, 2017, The General Shareholder Meeting of the Company took place, which has
approved, among other:
● The increase of the shared capital by incorporating the previous years’ shared premiums
and profits, by distributing free shares in proportion of 1:1 with the held actions by the
shareholders at the registration date June, 30th, 2017.
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● The increase of shared capital through new contributions (with pre-trade of the
preference rights) – by offering a number of 1.416.012 new shares to be offered for
subscription at a price of 0.57 lei per share.
● The mandating of the company’s Sole Administrator to negotiate and decide the whole
purchase of GecadNet SRL company – registered with Trade Register under the no.
J40/6266/1999.
● The mandating of the company’s Sole Administrator to decide on implementing a
buyback of its own shares to cover the need generated, if the options holders will
decide to exercise their purchase options.
The full text of the decisions of the general meeting can be found at:
http://www.bvb.ro/FinancialInstruments/SelectedData/NewsItem/BNET-Hotarari-AGA-O-E-2604-2017/86BAF

Inclusion in The Financial Times Top 1000 fastest growing European
companies
The prestigious British financial publication, Financial Times, has realized a top of the fastest
growing European companies, published in May, at https://ig.ft.com/ft-1000/
The inclusion criteria for this ranking were:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Turnover of at least € 100,000 in 2012
Turnover of at least € 1.5 million in 2015
Independent company (not a multinational subsidiary)
Company registered in one of the 31 European countries
Turnover growth was organic
In the case of listed companies, the price did not decrease by more than 25% compared
to 2015.
Only four other Romanian companies have been included in the top, all being in the IT field.

Information about crossing shareholding thresholds
In June 2017 the company was informed about the crossing of the 5% threshold ownership of
all the company’s shares by two shareholders. We are referring to Emotion Concept SRL and
Alexe Marius Marian, to whom we thank for their trust for our development plans.
Also, Mr. Razvan Capatina – angel investor who joined the Bittnet shareholding in January 2012
– has liquidated a part of holding, decreasing under the 20% threshold. We thank for the trust
given at a moment in the company's life, much more risky than the present, and for the support
during this period. We also thank for continued support in the future.
As a parallel observation, we consider that these transactions are a proof of the right
functioning of the capital market (and especially, AeRO), despite the very frequent fears
surrounding the market’s liquidity. Looking only at these trades mentioned before, we observe
a liquidity of € 400.000 realized in only a week, at prices in the middle of the variation lane
(meaning not at a significant discount compared to the reference price). The maximum liquidity
in only a day was 8% of the company’s free float (almost €135.000 in only a day). We consider
that signs regarding the liquidity of the AeRO market are encouraging.
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Registration of free shares
As a result of the Central Depository's introduction of the new automated processing system of
corporate events, the shares allocated freely of charge as a result of the capital increase, by
incorporating the issue premiums and profits of the previous years, were charged in the
shareholders' trading accounts after only 3 days after the registration date - which we think is a
new premiere for the Romanian capital market.

Payment of BNET19 bond coupons
As result of the success registered in July 2016 with the first corporative bond issue of an IT
company from Romania, the company has also listed at The Romanian Stock Exchange (AeRo
market) a bond issue with the trade symbol BNET19. In the first semester, the company paid
two coupons (January and April) and in July the forth coupon – being this way up to date with
the interest payment to the investors.

Consolidation of “IT Training market leader” position
In the absence of independent market studies, Bittnet estimates that is the market leader in
the IT Training field, through the following:
● It activates in the majority of the IT training market segments.
● The company is not in competition with the same competitors in more than 2 segments
of the market.
● The company is either the only supplier, or market leader or second biggest supplier in
each market segment. For example, for official Cisco, AWS, Citrix trainings, we are the
only official supplier. For Oracle training, we are the 1 out of 2 suppliers. For Microsoft
trainings we estimate a market share of ±20% out of 10 partners in Romania.
In H1 2017 we consolidated this market leader position through the following:
● Today Bittnet is the only Cisco Learning Partner from Romania, status kept because of
the long-term commitment with this supplier, of the high number of students trained on
Cisco technologies in 2016, of the investments in the technical team – official certified
instructors and associated to Bittnet.
● The doubling of training “exports”: the total value of delivered training projects outside
of the boarders in H1 2017 was of almost RON 352.000 compared to RON 160.000 in H1
2016.
● The increase of the market share of Microsoft official courses to 20%.
● Bittnet remains also in 2017 the only Amazon Web Services authorized training provider
- the number of deliveries increased in H1 2017 with 300%
● We continued the extension on the software development delivery market, by bringing
into the team collaborators on major market subjects of interest for the approaching of
profile training projects: Agile, Java, JavaScript, XML, HTML, CSS, Angular JS, Node JS.
Compared with the first half of 2016 (when Bittnet has trained a total number of 872 students)
the total number of trained students increased with over 50%: in H1 2017 1241 students have
been trained.
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The company’s efforts in order to increase the training division, the delivery and experience
quality, which the students have when they cross our doorstep, lead to the reallocation in a
new office space, with a double delivery capacity. Today we work in a space with 7+2 training
rooms which can simultaneously accommodate over 140 students. One of the seven training
rooms has the size of an average conference room and can accommodate alone 50 persons.
Maybe the most important operational and sales factor for the training activity (together with
the total generated gross margin) is the significant increase of the average number of students
per class. Bittnet has delivered in H1 2017, 127 classes, both public and private. The average
student number per class is 9.7.
This way, the company reaches the highest level in the last few years of the average number of
students per class, from an average of 2.7 in H1 2015 and 4.7 in H1 2016. Since this is a "critical
mass" or "payload" type of business, this indicator is very important for the business line's
profitability.
This increase of the average number of students per class is due to several factors, such as a
better general display on the market through marketing campaigns which lead to a higher
display of the company on the market, the increase of the sales people, but also the better
management of the open class schedule.

Consolidating the local presence/national service coverage
In in the first semester we have continued with the expansion of our regional presence by
consolidating the activity of the Sibiu, Brasov offices and by recruiting new partners – opening
local offices in Iasi and Timisoara. This action started in 2014 with the opening of the first
regional office in Cluj and continued in 2016 with the opening of the Sibiu and Brasov offices.
Following the example of the regional office from Cluj, we tenacious searched for persons who
share our company’s values (performance, Competence, Flexibility, and Integrity) and we
opened a regional office only when we had the confidence that we have found a partner on
who we care rely on for this “bet”.
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These two new offices assure a more complete national coverage of the entire country, this
way strengthening the message “The most competent IT partner close to you”. Bittnet is the
only Cisco Gold Certified Partner present outside of Bucharest, the only multi-cloud partner
present in Transylvania and Moldavia. Thought the recruiting efforts took place during the first
semester, and the activity itself will begin starting with August 2017, these offices will likely
produce results in the fiscal year 2018. In 2018 will continue to develop both by consolidating
the activity in the existing offices, but also by opening new offices in other cities with business
potential.

Sales Activity
At the level of the sales team, the company is in a continuous recruiting process for sales
positions for the team from Bucharest and for the nearby counties. Today, the Bittnet sales
force counts 10 partners in Bucharest, two partners in Cluj, a partner in each Sibiu, Brasov and
Iasi, one sales manager, three partners for back-office support, two product managers,
respectively one for the training area and one for the IT services and solutions area.
During the first semester of the fiscal year 2017, the sales team had a structured activity and
oriented towards increasing the average customer value in relation to Bittnet, but also to
identify new customers.
At the same time, the better tracking of the sales process and procedures through the
automated CRM system, and also the actual growth of the sales team lead to an increase of
71% of the opened opportunities in the first semester of this year compared with last year, in
the conditions of successfully keeping the closing rate around the value of 35% of opened
opportunities in the same semester. In another way, more than 1 out of 3 identified
opportunities are successfully closed in the same semester, which represents, in our opinion, a
very good conversion rate.
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On the other hand, the sales team doesn’t manage only the open opportunities, for a semester.
As a proof, the analyze of the closed opportunities in the first half of 2017, compared to the
first half of 2016, highlights the following:

In total, 32% more opportunities have been managed until closure, and the number of
successfully closed opportunities increased by 46%, representing an improvement of the
percentage of "won" opportunities from 42% in 2016 to 46% in 2017. In other words,
considering the total volume of opportunities on which is being worked on over a period of
time, almost 1 out of 2 opportunities is won, which, in our opinion, represents a conversion
rate well above the average of the industry. These increasing rates, but also in absolute value,
are the effect of the numerical increase of the team and of a need analysis process better
structured and tracked, which lead to the faster identification of real chance won projects, this
way making the allocated time and resources more efficient.
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In terms of revenue per customer, the amount increased by 40%, compared to the first
semester of 2016, which correlated with the increase of billed clients, lead to a total growth of
the turnover with 70% compared to H1 2016.

Marketing activity
In the first half of 2017, the marketing department implemented actions to achieve the
company's growth goals. If between 2015 - 2016 we focused our efforts on developing a new
website which offers a more enjoyable navigation experience, mobile friendly, SEO friendly, in
the first half of 2017 we finished uploading content on it (a continuous process) and we started
the first online marketing campaigns on the new website.
The marketing department has the role to support the effort of the seals team through
activities which generate leads, but also by providing communication and presentation
materials of the Company. Beside the support efforts for the sales team, the marketing team
also concentrates its energy in order to increase the notoriety of the Bittnet brand, its position
as IT training market leader from Romania, respectively IT services and solution integrator, with
focus on cloud and security.
Marketing campaigns
During H1 2017 the marketing team launched a series of campaigns and promotions for
trainings organized by the Company. They were meant to inform IT professionals about the
latest industry trends, as well to educate the IT training market, especially considering cloud
technologies. For example:
● Promotional packages which included for free the certification exam on subjects such as
Microsoft Azure, Office 365, Windows 10 and Skype for Business. Details also on the
website: https://www.bittnet.ro/microsoft-training-certification-campaign.
● Informing campaigns regarding the ownership of vouchers which offer free Microsoft
training days - Software Assurance Training Vouchers, https://www.bittnet.ro/softwareassurance-training-vouchers
A result of these marketing campaigns, oriented towards supporting the training activity was to
increase the average number of students enrolled in open classes, which has a positive
influence on the profitability of the company.
Events
Events have always held a special place within Bittnet’s marketing strategy and, as such in the
first 6 months of this year we organized a series of events for both IT professionals and
investors / potential investors as well.
First of all, we marked the second year as a public company, listed on the AeRO market of The
Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB). With the support of BVB we organized an event where there
were invited investors, potential investors and the media, and the founders presented the
results of the second year as a public company, and also the future plans.
Since 2015 the Company gained a focus on cloud technologies. In the autumn of 2015 we have
organized the first AWSome Day event in Romania, dedicated to IT specialists interested in
Amazon Web Services technologies and since then we have continued with initiatives at a
smaller scale or similar, through which we tried to increase the popularity of cloud technology.
We intend to make efforts in order to educate the market about the knowledge associated with
the cloud, not counting the producer.
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This way we have organised in the first half of the year many meet-up meetings dedicated to
cloud introduction, both for Microsoft Azure technology and Amazon Web Services (AWS).
Bittnet is the only Microsoft partner that has organised, before the official launch of Microsoft
AzureStack technology, meetings with clients, with future users to know at what to expect from
a new product and to have a technical preview is it is. As a results of a high demand, we
organised a second workshop in order to offer to all clients who are keen on interacting with
the new cloud technology the chance to test it: https://www.bittnet.ro/ro/microsoftazurestack-workshop-tehnic-demonstrativ.
The approached subjects were:
● What is AzureStack?
● AzuresStack POC purpose
● How to launch AzureStack POC
● Step by step AzureStack configuration
● How to connect and manage AzureStack TP3
● AzureStack management and security
● What services offers AzureStack?
● Brief overview of the services provided by AzureStack
● Conclusions
● Will AzureStack be the future of hybrid cloud technologies?
In parallel with these Microsoft Azure hybrid cloud technical sessions, we have organized two
other introductory meetings in Amazon Web Services (https://www.bittnet.ro/lets-meet-up-inthe-cloud) and one very technical, that approached subjects such as:
● Infinite Websites for Marketing + SelfService in AWS;
● The invisible SysOp – an AWS Story (in general, about automatization and self-service in
AWS).
Also, subjects such as Route53, Application Load Balancer, EC2, UserData + Git, Amazon
Certificate Manager, Lambda, VPC, AutoScaling, VPN, CloudWatch, Security in Cloud, Single
Sign-on via Google Apps, and transparent migration from Datacenter to AWS have been
approached from a hands-on view. (https://www.bittnet.ro/ro/aws-technical-meet-up).
All these three AWS meetings took place under the motto “Let’s Meet Up in the Cloud”.
All these small cloud introduction sessions have waken the interest of 220 persons, thing that
has proven that these initiatives were successful, and with small steps, we will reach our goal:
to have a educated clients and market, who know of what to expect from the products and
services cloud associated, but also to know what to request. Practically, we want to be ensured
of an equal to equal dialogue with the actual and future cloud solutions and services clients.
Online Marketing
If in 2016 we have focused on the launch of the new version of the website www.bittnet.ro,
which is optimised for mobile devices, SEO friendly, a content management systems, that
allows a simple edit, in real time of the website, with the beginning of 2017, we took into
consideration the promotion on the platform provided by Google.
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This way, we started Google Search, Google Display, Remarketing campaigns, each having an
allocated budget. These are oriented towards brand awareness increase, respectively the
positioning as IT training market leader in Romania and the increase of the occupancy in the
classrooms. Basically, we wanted that when an intern is looking for a course or an IT
certification, to be one of the first options that he has within reach.
PR and Communication Activity
We set ourself for 2017 that through the PR and communication activities to maintain the
strategy of increasing the notoriety of the Bittnet brand and to place ourselves as the first IT
company from Romania with multicloud competencies. Equally, we set ourself to consolidate
the IT training market leader from Romania place and to create a strong reputation for the
employer brand, with which the specialists from the market want to associate and collaborate.
During the first semester of the fiscal year 2017, the result of the PR and communication
activity highlighted itself through printed press, online appearances, of which we recall: Ziarul
Financiar, Profit.ro, Wall-Street, Digi24, New Money, Business Magazin, Startarium. Also, we
recall the live appearances at shows from online publications, such as Wall-Street TV or
Adevarul Live.
Also, noteworthy are the presences at business events on the market, where the management
has excellently represented the company and here we mention: Bucharest Entrepreneurship
Forum 2017, Antreprenoriat 360 organized by Wall-Street, the involvement in the BVB Made in
Romania project.
For the second half of 2017, Bittnet aims to continue the activities implemented so far in the PR
and communication strategy, through which will position the company as a provider of specific
IT architectures integration services (with focus on multicloud and cybersecurity) and technical
support services, respectively as IT training market leader in Romania. We do not neglect the
activity of the regional offices from Cluj, Sibiu, Brasov, Iasi, Timisoara, that we intend to support
through communication activities dedicated to the local market.

Technical team
The Bittnet technical team represents, along with the sales team, the company's main growth
engine. The team serves both Training and Integration requests. Through this combination, we
believe that we bring a unique value to the market with authorized trainers with
implementation experience that can explain and detail, besides the specific theory of a course,
real situations from the projects we are running. Also, within the implemented projects,
Bittnet’s engineers, with the trainers experience, can also explain the implemented
technologies from a teaching point of view.
Increases reported in the first semester, both in the Training area and in the Cloud &
Integration area, are relying on the technical department, responsible for the project, both
from the opportunity qualification stage to the support phase, covering all project phases Preparation, Planning, Design, Implementation, Optimize (PPDIO).
In the first half of 2017 the technical department continued to develop on all the technological
verticals we cover both in terms of resources and experience. Also, through the implemented
projects and delivered support hours, we continued to consolidate our Technical Trusted
Advisor name into the market.
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On every technological vertical (Cloud, Security, Wireless, Collaboration, Datacenter) we have
started a process of doubling the number of resources, with currently 11 partners available for
both training deliveries and integration projects.
In the first semester of 2017 we were able to strengthen our technical expertise by obtaining
and completing the following technical certifications:
● Certified Sysops Administrator - Associate
● Certified Developer Associate
● Certified solution Architect - Associate
● Implementing Cisco Unified Communication Manager part 1 and 2
● Implementinf Collaboration Devices CICD
● Juniper Network Certified Professional JNCIP-Ent
● Cisco Wilress Fundamentals - WIFUND
A new initiative to which the technical team collaborated with the marketing department in the
first semester of 2017 was to support the AWS promotin sessions (Meet-up AWS) aimed to
introduce AWS cloud technologies, as well as two promotion sessions of the technology
Microsoft Azure Stack, being the only Microsoft partner to hold Technical Preview sessions.
These initiatives are part of the company's strategy to promote the cloud (visible and by
increasing the number of projects implemented) regardless of the vendor. All these sessions
were supported by vendor-certified trainers, part of the Bittnet’s technical team.
As part of our internal IT knowledge strategy, we have initiated an internal program of
knowledge transfer to the sales team through monthly presentations of products and vendor
solutions that we promote, as well as Q & A sessions to help process for sale.
From a security point of view, the first semester of 2017 was one in which cyber attacks have
multiplied, with reference to WannaCry and Petya ransomware attacks. We mention that none
of the customers who benefited from Bittnet's solutions and expertise have not been affected
by these attacks. In addition, together with the sales department, we initiated a risk awareness
campaign to which customers' networks are exposed.
A summary of the projects supported by the technical team in the first semester of 2017:
● We implemented the Cisco Spark collaboration solution, being also the first Cisco Gold
Partner to qualify such a project for a customer in Romania.
● We implemented a full cloud solution using the Microsoft Azure platform for all internal
tools (CRM, NAV) implementing a series of automations to help the operational flow.
● Regional promotion of Cisco security solutions by supporting a number of 5 workshops
in Constanta, Iasi, Timisoara, Pitesti and Bucharest.
● We have delivered over 450 hours of support to Bittnet customers.
● We have completed the team with another AWS certified trainer.

Operational Excellence
The company continued in the First Semester of 2017 its efforts to streamline and automate
operations, which led to the ability to process and run without problems a number of projects
with 45% higher in H1 2017 compared to H1 2016 (470 vs. 332), with the same number of
resources allocated to the operational department.
The automatization of the operational processes in CRM and ERP at present allow the company
to:
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● Produce sales offers, order forms, commercial contract drafts in less than 5 seconds
● Provide real, relevant information to the sales team about sales prices with which we
have previously “won” sales offers, for each offerable product - increasing the chances
that the company's offers will be winning.
● Automatically list in less than 5 seconds the attendance sheet and personalized
participation diplomas for each Bittnet student, at the beginning and end of each
training session.
● Automatize manual, laboratory, and catering orders for courses integrating CRM and
ERP information, so that the process of ordering and also the correct register on cost
centers is reduced to ⅓ of the time required.
● Obtaining load reports, but also observing resource allocation problems easily, quickly,
visually, actionable.
● Automatically send personalized calendar invitations to each student for each training
session, with all necessary details (from the venue, the trainer's name, parking spaces,
lunch information, etc.). previously , this activity was manually realized by the
operations department. Through the automation we have released hundreds of man
hours of work, keeping and improving the functionality and experience felt by the
students.
● Automatically send calendar invitations to trainers when they are included in a training
session that they are about to deliver, such that to ensure their availability, but also
their on time preparation. This activity was previously done manually, therefore
releasing other dozens of man hours of work.
The company has completely migrated its own internal IT service infrastructure to full-cloud
solutions. Therefore, the website and all web-related services (DNS, scalability, etc.) are hosted
in the AWS cloud, the email, calendar and intra-company collaboration solutions are Google
Apps, the CRM solution is provided as a Service by Microsoft, and starting in May 2017, the ERP
solution (Dynamics NAV) was migrated to the Azure cloud using an architecture that dissociates
the file storage and database storage service - used in Platform as a Service, virtual machine
with the ERP Server functionality - consumed under Infrastructure as a Service.
This architecture allows the infinite scalability of the solution, both vertical and horizontal,
accompanied by the elimination of all 'backup' and 'disaster recovery' issues. At the same time,
using the Microsoft Azure platform and internal usage credits for Microsoft cloud partners, The
company managed to reduce to 0 the cost of hosting its own IT infrastructure.

Share price
In the first semester of 2017 the market continued to positively appreciate the company’s
activity, the Bittnet capitalization almost doubled between January, 1st and June, 30th (an
increase of 97%, from 21.3 million RON to 42 million RON). Calculated from the listing, the total
investment yield exceeds 400%:
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The total liquidity during this period was of 3.53 million RON, which represents 14.7% of the
total capitalization and over a half of the free-float of the Company.

About the bonds
The issued bonds by our company during 2016 are being traded since September 2016 on the
AeRO market under the symbol BNET19. It’s about the first issue of corporate bonds issued by
an IT company, with a nominal value of RON 1000 and an annual coupon of 9%, quarterly
payable through the Central Depositary. In the first half of 2017 the company paid the 2 and 3
coupons (in January and in April), and in July 2017 we paid the fourth coupon.
The BNET19 bonds are very liquid, in the last 6 months trades worth RON 564,000 were
registered - which represents 13.5% of the total issues, which means a daily turnover of ±
0.11% of the total issues. We consider that this is a very good value, taking into consideration
that on the American capital market the value is daily 0.35.

Source: https://goo.gl/jYvnBd
We also consider it worth mentioning that bonds have been traded constantly above the 102%
threshold, even reaching a maximum of 110%:
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Source: https://goo.gl/16wnmc
The company intends to launch a new private placement of bonds between August and
September 2017 to finance the acquisition of Gecad. More details about this intention can be
found here: https://goo.gl/oPsabv (Romanian) or here in English: https://goo.gl/ZbDA3b.

HR Activity
The company has deployed recruitment projects meant to increase both the number of
permanent, full-time members, and to develop new collaborations with external specialists
(especially on the IT training segment). The recruitment of new collaborators is due to the need
to deliver certain projects with external resources, respectively with experts in niche technical
fields, in projects that would not justify permanent hiring. Under almost non-existing staff
fluctuation conditions in the first half of the year, we expanded the technical team, but also
other departments such as: financial operations, HR.
Regarding the recruitment of collaborators, the efforts were directed towards building a
database of freelancers and external collaborators - specialists available for informatic systems
training and integration projects. These recruitment processes will also continue in the second
half of the year so that in time we can reach a considerable, valuable portfolio of external
trainers.
Also, some recruitment processes started in the spring of 2017 have been finalized with new
partners - members in the sales team (regional account managers), starting in August.
Beside the recruitment projects, we have continued to pay attention to the working
environment and maintain a pro-employee organizational culture. At the beginning of the year,
as a rooted HR practice over the past 2 years, we organized one-to-one coaching sessions with
each member of the team in order to have a diagnosis of engagement level and identify
possible problems / discontents in the team. Even though such analyzes are of a qualitative
type, so not of engagement or satisfaction quiz, over time these sessions have been very useful
and effective.
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Few examples of the activities organized for the team:
● Bittnet 10 years - internal celebration of 10 years of activity in February 2017.
● March 1st - A surprise for the Bittnet ladies and misses, more exactly a day of office
massage organized with the help of a specialized company.
● Marathons and half-marathons in Bucharest, sporting competitions at which a large
number of colleagues have been participating for many years. In order to respect the
tradition and promote a sporting life with healthy habits, the company has encouraged
and supported this year the participation of as many team members as possible in such
events.
● Surprise, spontaneous, teambuilding, with the occasion of an internal gathering at the
mountain side; we took an advantage of this occasion in order that this weekend to
become a paid teambuilding by the company, a surprise element which enjoyed the
participation of many colleagues.
For the second half of the year, the HR activity will be shared between the two main missions:
to bring new right teammates, through recruitment processes, and to develop the
organizational culture and to ensure a pleasant climate favorable to the team development. In
addition, a special attention will be paid to employee engagement strategies. The end of the
year will also include the "Bittnet Awards Ceremony", an internal event where we want to
reward the colleagues' behaviors and attitudes, as they have been shown throughout the year.

2.

Economic and financial position

Analysis of the Balance Sheet
Fixed assets
Fixed assets continued to decline, the difference mainly due to the decrease in value of the
tangible assets, along with the non-monetary expenditure - depreciation. At the same time, the
financial assets decreased due to the release of the guarantees that were recorded in this
account: collateral cash guaratee for credit and collateral cash guarantee for Iuliu Maniu
headquarters.
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Current assets
The total value of current assets has increased in H1 2017 compared to H1 2016, by
approximately 4.3 million, to the level of RON 10.381.245, mainly to the increasing with RON
0.9 million of the cash & cash equivalents and with RON 2.6 million in receivables. In the first
half of 2017, the structure of current assets varied as follows:

The positive difference in cash comes as well as inventory comes from current activity.
The positive difference in receivables is a natural reaction to the increase in turnover.
Total assets minus current debts
In first half of 2017, compared to 1stHY 2016, the total assets minus current debts have
registered a positive evolution of RON 5.9 million, due to the more pronounced increase of the
current assets (+4.3 million RON) combined with a decrease in current debts (-1.2 million RON).
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Organization’s debt situation
At the end of June 2017, the organization’s total debt has amounted to RON 7.25 million, an
increase of 2.7 million compared to the end of the similar period in 2016. The positive evolution
reflects the success of the BNET19 corporate bonds - issued by the Company in the second
semester of 2016. Thereby, the Company has changed the balance between long-term debts
(with fixed interest) by using the amounts to obtain commercial discounts from suppliers, and
by paying in advance or before the agreed terms of the amounts due. In other words, the
increase of long-term debt has contributed to decreasing the amounts owed to suppliers and
increasing available cash.

Total shareholder equity
Compared to 30th of June 2016, at the end of the first semester of 2017, total shareholders
equite registered an increase of more than 100%, to the value RON 3.9 milion, mainly due to
the following significant evolution of these components:
● subscribed and paid capital = +1.5 milion RON (increase in capital by including profits
from previous years, capitalization of share premium valued from the capital increase
with cash from the period H2 2016 - H1 2017.
● Reported profit = +0.4 milion RON
● a current profit for the first semester that is significantly higher in 2017: RON 13,500
versus RON 254 in 2016.
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Profit and loss account
Analysis of sales
The most important element to mention in the analysis of sales for the first semester of 2017, is
the trend identified since 2016, in which services have outpaced the trade with IT equipments
as share in turnover. In the first semester of 2017, sales from integration services increased by
152% over the same period of the previous year, and training sales increased by 38% compared
to H1 2016, also recording the highest values in the company's history. For example, training
services exceeded the value of RON 3.4 million, and the integration services were close to RON
1.5 million. The total revenue growth is 70% over the previous year.
This comes as a result of a higher focus of the sales team on projects with added value, won
thanks to Bittnet’s differentiators - our capacity to deliver complex projects.

For a better understanding of sales structure we will reproduce the results of the best sold
categories of products and services (88% of the total sale activity of HY 2017):
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There is a significant increase in sales for the network infrastructure (switching), software
licenses, servers and IT security solutions (ASA, firewall, etc.). Additionally, within the 'IT
integration' business line, installation, implementation, configuration, testing services increased
by 62%, from RON 530 thousand to 2016 to RON 860 thousand in 2017.
Towards training products, the top sales (96% of total) is as follows:
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Microsoft training continues to represent the best performer in training products, the trend for
the year 2016. At the same time, the change in the Oracle University model in December 2016
led, as estimated in the annual report for last year, to a significant increase in our portfolio, a
favorable situation, and a double increased of margins for the Oracle trainer portofolio. The
third performer as absolute value, but with the fastest growth in our portofoliu is AWS training,
a market segment where Bittnet is the only licensed provider in Romania.
Costs elements
We present the cost elements with the most significant share in the total:

The rising trend of expenses is naturally explained by the increase in activity and of the
turnover. The difference of RON 3.5 million, between the total expenditures of the first
semester of 2017 versus the previous year is explained almost entirely by the following
evolutions:
● Increase of the expenses with the goods and services sold (2.74 milion RON)
● Increase in costs with the team (salaries plus contractors): 0.52 milion RON
● Increase in costs with sales team: 0.08 milion RON
The increase in team costs (salaries plus collaborators) reflects the expansion activity and our
ongoing focus, in order to obtain a regional coverage and stronger sales and supply results.
Operational and financial result and gross profit
H1 2017 has proven again that the financial model that we follow is working. Since we are a
company with a delivery capacity that is needed more in the fourth quarter, and, on the other
hand, the delivery capacity is not easily scalable, this means that the fixed indirect costs are
relatively high. On the other hand, what this means as a target to run the business, is that we
need to increase the gross margin that we produce (by raising sales), since all the additional
gross margin dollars produced above the threshold set by the fixed costs, goes directly into the
profit account.
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In other words, small increases in revenues over a certain threshold generate significant
increases in profitability.
As a result, the operating profit in H1 2017 is 67% higher than the one in H1 2016.

Net Profit
The difference between gross profit and net profit represents the profit tax. Profit tax is
calculated in relation to the (fiscally) taxable profit. In the calculation of taxable profits, certain
expenses are not fiscally deductible (either partially or fully). A worthwhile example are
expenses with renting cars and fueling them if those cars are not used by the sales team. In the
case of renting cars and fueling them in order for the technical team to go to customers
(interventions, implementations, installations, etc.) these expenses are deductible only in a
proportion of 50%. The same treatment applies in the case of the company's administrator
when going to visit clients. This leads to the situation in which the calculation of tax on profit
not as a percentage of gross profit, but from fiscally taxable profit. In case of the reporting
period, expenditures with taxes on profit increase from 6,036 RON in H1 2016 to 9,501 RON in
H1 2017.
Declared and paid dividends
The company made no dividend payments during H1 2017. The dividend policy of the company
is detailed here: https://investors.bittnet.ro/corporate-policies/dividend-policy/
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Cash Flow
-RON Indicator Designation

Value

1. + Profit or loss

13.156

2. + Amortizations and provisions

40.991

3. – Inventories variations (-/+)

+ 492.961

4. – Receivables variations (-/+)

- 504.212

5. + Commercial debts variation (-/+)

+ 81.866

6. + Other debts variation (-/+)

- 473.773

7. += Cash flow from operating activities (A)

- 326.509

8. – Investments made - total, of which:

-

9. += Cash flow from investing activities (B)

-

10. + Variation amounts owed to credit
institutions (=-)-total, of which:
11. + Short-term loans (under one year)

- 327.367

12. + Medium and long term loans

- 63.491

13. += Cash flow from financial activity (C)

- 390.858

14. – Variation of other asset items (-/+)

- 65.816

15. + Variation of other liabilities (-/+)

+ 780.915

16. += Cash flow from other activities (D)

+ 846.731

17. + Monetary availability at early period

2.354.993

18. += Net cash flow (A+B+C+D)

+ 129.364

19. + Monetary availability at the end period

2.484.357
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3.

Analysis of the company’s activity

3.1. Presentation and analysis of trends, elements, events or uncertainty
factors which affect or could affect the company’s liquidity position, in
comparison with the same period of the last year.
Compared to the first half of 2016, the Romanian business environment and the global
economic context have seen an 'effervescence' that could only be favorable to our company.
We have seen the availability of large companies and the public sector for making investments
in tehnology, which gives us the proper environment to continue the accelerating growth.
There are many opinions that top economies of the world (and Romania) are in the last phase
of a new "bubble", and that there will be a new financial crisis. Of course, there is always a
crisis, but it is important to estimate "how fast". Feedbacks from partners, customers and
suppliers show that Romania is not yet approaching the “summit” of the economic growth, on
the contrary, there are still growing potential, as long as there are no extraordinary factors
involved "force majeure" (war, etc.).
The company intends to undertake a private placement of a new corporate bonds issue, and to
maximize the available credit lines and financing products to take advantage of the positive
trend of the financial markets and ensure the financial stability of the company.
Liquidity position

Ratio

Formula

H1 2016

H1 2017

Current ratio

Current assets/ Current liabilities

1.46

3.51

Quick ratio

(Current assets - Inventory) / current
liabilities

1.42

3.20

Current Ratio and Quick ratio represents two of the most important financial indicators of a
company and measures the company’s ability to pay short-term debts using short-term assets.
The spectacular increase of these indicators is mainly due to the increase in cash deposits in the
"cash and bank" account due to the cash infusion that the shareholders made at the beginning
of 2017 and after which the issuer subscribed new shares in the amount of RON 780,000, but
also through the sale of corporate bonds from August 2016, which brought to the company’s
bank accounts the amount of RON 4.186 million. The bonds issue will be pay in full in 2019,
therefore this loan does not affect the immediate liquidity of the company. Another element
that has helped to improve liquidity is the increase with 60% in level of receivables in the first
half of 2017 compared to June 30, 2016. The increase in receivables by RON 2.6 million and the
decrease wih RON 1.23 milion of the short term debt to suppliers and creditors shows a
stronger financial position that the company has on June 30, 2017 compared to previous years.
The high level of liquidity ratios implies a reduced share of fixed assets and a shorter period for
capitalizing on the services sold by the company, which translates into a more efficient use of
the working capital. In this situation working capital are not dependent on financing from shortterm credits.
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In theory, the optimal value for liquidity level varies depending on the business sector. Thus,
there are sectors where optimal liquidity is 2 or even higher, but also sectors that work very
well with levels of 1.5 or slightly below 1.
We consider important to mention that in the case of a company the size of Bittnet Systems,
there are a series of risk factors generated because of the current size of the organization.
Following is a list of risks that the investors need to take into consideration when analyzing the
company:
Price risk
Price risk represents the risk that the price on the specific product or service market, offered by
the company, may vary in such a way that existing contracts are no longer profitable.
This risk is consisted of two components: risk of price fluctuation that make up fixed costs for
the project and risk of price fluctuation that make up variable costs of the project.
The company carefully addresses the issue of price fluctuation at the level of variable costs by:
● The company does not operate with inventory, each order to the supplier is based on a
firm demand from the client and as such the commercial margin is “locked in”;
● The company does not have any contracts with fixed prices for successive deliveries
over long periods of time;
● The company does not offer such contracts. In case of a demand for such a contract the
company adds a “limit of price variation” clause.
The company carefully addresses the issue of price fluctuation at the level of fixed costs by:
● In the case of work force (employees or subcontractors): the company does not have
any long term contracts with successive deliveries and fixed prices with clients and as
such can offer at any time depending on needs. We estimate that an increase of costs
regarding workforce will similarly affect the industry not just the company;
● The leader position on the IT training market allows the company to obtain better
prices;
● The most significant fixed cost is the rent of the headquarter from Timisoara Bld, no. 26.
This contract has the price set until 2024.
Exchange rate risk
An important element of the price risk is the exchange rate risk. The company aims to be
neutral to the exchange rate risk. This is addressed by:
● The company does not make “cross currency” offers (offers in a different price either
than the one in which it was bought);
● In case of such a demand we include a “variation limit” clause in the contract;
● All the selling prices from the contract are expressed in currency, with the billing in RON
at the exchange rate from the date of the delivery;
● The company does not operate with inventory.
Of course, this risk cannot be completely eliminated, and during every financial period the
company registers revenues or expenses with the exchange differences.
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Liquidity risk
The liquidity risk is associated with owning immobilized or financial assets. The company’s
activity does not depend on owning financial and immobilized assets and transforming them
into liquidities. The company’s assets (equipment) is used in current activity (services). From
the total assets the largest part consists of receivables and bank liquid. From this point of view,
for the company, more important are the cash flow and credit risks.
Credit risk
The credit risk represents the risk for the company’s debtors to not be able to honor their
obligations in due date because of financial problems. The company is less exposed to this risk
because of the specific nature of its products and services which address companies of a certain
size and with a sturdy financial situation.
The company analyzes new clients using specialized tools (specific sites with the capability of
analyzing a client’s reliability) and has a strict procedure and documentation for orders and
delivery of goods and services.
Despite the above, the company has not identified a solution that completely eliminates the
credit risk - this being one of the most important risks for a company of our size.
Cash flow risk
The cash flow risk is associated with the fact that the company cannot honor its debts in due
date.
In the company’s activity this has two components which we closely follow:
● The ‘synchronization’ of due date payments from our clients for a certain project with
due date payments to the suppliers for that project. The company’s procedures have a 0
priority for this synchronization (the due date for our client to be sooner than the due
date to our supplier). This problem picks up on the form of back-to-back clauses when it
comes to receiving invoices for subcontracted services or paying sale commissions.
Additionally in order to address the issue in which clients with a strong negotiating
power require due dates which the suppliers cannot hold, we actively look for solutions
like factoring. As an example during 2016 the company had available and accessed 3
different facilities without regress from 3 different financiers.
● The risk of business seasonality. Because of the specific nature of the clients which the
company addresses (companies which operate on an annual budget, investment plans
etc.), in the B2B IT industry segment, we noticed an increase in the volume of business
in the fourth quarter. On the other hand the delivery capacity cannot easily be redimensioned and as such in case of a less-than-expected fourth quarter there is the risk
for the company’s profitability to not reach the set goals. Throughout the year this leads
to the necessity of financing lines. The company actively seeks the extension of
financing from banks in both short and long run.
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Risk associated with key individuals
The Company's success depends to a significant degree on its ability to continue to attract,
retain and motivate qualified personnel. Bittnet’s business relays on highly qualified and
adequately compensated engineers, which are limited in number and might receive position
offers from competition. The Issuer's failure to manage its personnel needs successfully could
have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition, results of operations or
prospects. The Company offers attractive compensation packages and dynamic career paths in
order to attract, retain and motivate experienced and promising personnel.
In particular, the nearshoring trend (multinationals which move their IT support activity in
Romania for the global organization) brings important opportunities to our company but also
presents the risk that global giants unbalance the IT labor market by offering wages
dimensioned to their own budgets and buying power from the West, creating a problem
regarding labor equilibrium within our company. During the first 6 months of 2017, the IT labor
market continued to be a very ‘hot’ one. In our 10 years of history, Bittnet has registered an
unusual small fluctuation of personnel for this industry, but there are no guarantees that this
trend will hold.
One of the key strategic elements for 2016-2017 is to build a strong employer brand which will
sustain the recruiting activity and maintain a valuable team. As such, the company is focused
on creating and strengthening the message of the company culture and employer brand
important on the labor market.
Another approach designed to increase engagement and aligment netween key persons and
the shareholders has been the approval, in the General Shareholder Meeting, of a Key Person's
Stock Option Incentive Plan. This Plan aims to raise awareness of "engagement" for key
employees and better align their interests with shareholders' interests.
Risk associated with significant clients
At 30th of June 2016, the company’s client situation has significantly improved compared to the
historical average, but remained concentrated. By the middle of 2016, the first 10 clients
represented only 47% of the turnover, given the fact that the total amount invoiced to the first
10 customers grew by 3% compared to 2015. In other words, the 38% increase of the turnover
was realised through “deconcentrating” the sales.
On June 30th 2017, the situation continued to improve, now needing the first 15 clients to reach
the 50% threshold of the turnover, even though the billed value to the clients has significantly
increased. Moreover, the 70% increase of the revenues was realised in relation with many
more clients (+21% number of clients compared to H1 2016), in other words, also in H1 2017
the process of “settlement” sales has continued.
Risk associated with the rights to the trademark
The „Bittnet Systems” trademark is owned by a third party related personally to the Company’s
management (hereinafter also referred to as licensor). In 2010 the Issuer signed an agreement
under which the Company can use the trademark by paying a percentage of turnover value
generated in a given year.
The agreement was signed for 10-year length period (until 2020) and does not include and
terms of notice for dismissal. The agreement contains contractual penalties, according to which
for each day of delay in payments there are interest charged equal to 0,1% of payment value.
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During 2016, the Company reached an agreement in principle for the transfer of the mark to
the Company. This agreement foresees the payment of an amount by the company and the
transfer of 5% of the company shares held by the founders (Logofătu Mihai și Logofătu Cristian)
in exchange of the perpetual right to use the mark. During 2017 the society will evaluate with
the capital market entities the practical modality transposition in reality of this agreement,
given the limitations of the Central Depository Code on transfer of shares by major
shareholders.
Risk associated with realization of business development plan
The Issuer’s strategic objective is to continuously develop relationships with clients. It cannot
be excluded that the Issuer will not be able to expand the current client base and that the
relationships with existing customers will be deteriorating. There is also risk that the Issuer will
not be able to perform other elements of the strategy, that is: the expansion of sales team,
launching a new local office in one of the main Romanian cities, strengthening the position of a
leader of the IT Training market, expanding the customer base and to provide trainings to more
potential customers, development and creation of strategic partnerships with companies of
similar or complementary profiles will not be successful. In order to reduce the
aforementioned risk the Issuer’s Board intends to extend the product and services offer and
improve marketing activities.
Risk associated with realization of the financial forecasts
Financial forecasts of the Company start from the successful implementation of the growth
strategy hypothesis based on existing resources and business units. However, there is risk
associated with the realization of the financial forecasts. Forecasts were created with due
diligence, however they are subject to many variables. The actual data related in future
periodic reports may differ from forecasted values as a result of unforeseen factors in the
environment of the Company. The Issuer will provide information according to the possibility of
realization of financial forecast in each quarterly report.
This chapter deserves a more detailed discussion. Every year the company submits to the
shareholder’s approval a revenue and expense budget. The Management realizes this BVC
using an ‘up and down’ approach - beginning with the evaluation of the ongoing projects (of
the available sales pipeline at the time of the production of the BVC), of the sales statistics of
the previous years, of the marketing and sales already engaged / planned actions, and of the
sales targets assumed by each member of the sales team. In other words, the BVC is realized in
a prudent way.
On the other hand, what we follow and measure in the relationship with the sales team and
with any other partner is the commercial GROSS MARGIN and not the sales amount. This way,
in every year, at the publishing of the BVC, the management has to answer to the “If we have a
reasonable thrust that we will generate 100 RON gross margin, of how many RON we will
obtain this margin?” question. It must be taken into consideration that the sales realizations
are measured and appreciated EXCLUSIVELY by the generated gross margin volume. In other
words, 100 Euro of gross margin generated by 200 Euro course sales is as valuable to the
company and is, therefore, the same rewarded with 100 euro of gross margin of 500 euro
communication solution sales.
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In order to answer to the “How much revenues should we produce to reach the 100 RON
promised gross margin” question, we must therefore intermediately answer to the “which will
be the average percentage of gross margin registered by the company?” question. According to
the prudence principle, the management applies small percentage decreases to the already
registered gross margin, in order to find out the answer to this question.
The unexpected result of these cautious estimations is that, if we apply a smaller margin
percentage, then we actually assume that we will have to ‘work’ more for the same RON gross
margin, so the forecasts (the BVC) related to the company’s revenues are HIGHER.
Although, the company follows only the gross margin, not the volume of sales, that is why
during the budget exercise is more likely that the revenue forecasts (turnover) to be wrong, and
the profitability ones to be more accurate. In other words, the management does not aim, does
not follow, and does not reward the achievement of any revenue targets and, in consequence,
the investors should not follow and evaluate the company’s aim of the revenue indicators
(turnover), but of the profitability indicators.
Risk associated with interest rates
The Company is exposed to the risk of interest rate increase due to the raised credits and loans.
Any increase in interest rates will be reflected as an increase of financial costs. The Company
regularly monitors the market situation to predict the risk associated with interest rates.
Between June 30th and the publication date of this report (August 26th), the Company
successfully managed to sell a private placement of bonds according to Decision No. 9 of the
Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on April 28th 2016. The bonds have a
nominal value of RON 1,000 a 3 year maturity and a fixed annual interest of 9%, payable
quarterly. They were issued a total number of 4186 bonds , which raises the total amount to
RON 4,186 million. Following this successful placement, the company has initiated to
renegotiate the contractual conditions with banking partners.
Risk associated with the listing of the Company on the AeRO market – future price
per share and transaction liquidity
The price of shares and the liquidity of transactions for companies listed on the AeRO market
depend on the number and size of the buy and sell orders placed by investors. There can be no
guarantee regarding the future price of shares and their liquidity after the debut on the AeRO
market for the Company. There is no guarantee that after an investor has bought shares of the
company he can sell them at a satisfying level of price.
Risk associated with direct investment in shares
Shareholders should be aware of the risk associated with direct investment in shares which is
greater than the risk associated with public securities or shares in an investment fun, mainly
because of the volatility and unpredictable nature of share prices, in both short and long-term.
Risk associated with changing law and tax in Romania
Changes in the Romanian legal or tax systems may affect the economic activity of the Issuer.
Changes related to the adjustment of the Romanian legislation to EU regulations may affect the
legal environment of business activity of the Issuer and its financial results. Lack of consistent
rules and protracted procedure for obtaining administrative decisions may also restrict further
development of the Issuer. In order to minimize the risk the Company regularly analyzes the
changes in these regulations and their interpretations.
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3.2. Presentation and analysis of the effects on the company’s financial
position of all capital expenditure, either current or anticipated (by
mentioning the purpose and the source of finance for the expenditure), in
comparison with the same period of the last
During the first semester of 2017, the company did not have capital expenses. For the second
half of the year, the company has approved as significant capital and operational expense
elements the moving in a new office – Timisoara Bld., no. 26, Plaza Offices Building, floor 1.
According to those approved by the General Assembly for 2017, the Company has the following
Budgets:
Investment Budget
Acquisitions of assets / investments will be sized to 2,000,000 lei, provided funding sources are
available for implementation. The investment plan includes:
● Modernizing the working environment of the training center by moving to a new
headquarters.
● Acquisition of IT resources - website, software, certifications, licenses for moving to a
new office.
● Ensuring the constant functioning of the IT systems.
● Providing cloud services and managed services to the Company's clients.
The management of the company will take all necessary care to ensure that these operations
do not affect the company's cash flow. This way, will be taken into consideration negotiated
lease agreements for most IT equipment, furniture and glass partitions (which will reduce the
investment budget if agreed with the suppliers).
Asset Rental Budget
During the 2017 fiscal year, The Company is to conclude the following lease agreements to
acquire the access / use of fixed assets (activ), which exceeds the threshold stipulated in Art.
241 paragraph 2 of Law 297/2004:
● Rental office space contract, in order to relocate the current activity, due to:
○ The expiration of the current rental contract for the space in Iuliu Maniu Bld., no.
7-11
○ The appearance of the need to extend the current space available for offices
(meetings, meetings, coordination acitvities and planning with the
subcontractors), but also for the training center activity.
○ Identifying a proper space for the development plans of the company within an
office building administered by Anchor Plaza - near the current space - on
Timisoara Boulevard, no. 67. This space is about 1100 square meters, it allows a
double office space allocation, as well as doubling the number of classrooms
(from 4 to 8), expanding the space available for the students’ lunch and
expanding the ‘technology showroom’. For this space, the Company signed a
rental agreement, at an average price per square meter, similar to the offer
received for the extension of the contract for the space on Iuliu Maniu. We
consider that moving into a double size space in a Type A office building with an
ample parking (the mall parking) and near two subway stations is the optimal
decision.
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● The need to set up the previously mentioned space, both on the architectural level
(partitions - plaster walls and glass), but also furniture (chairs, desks, reception, desks
for the students) and IT technology (workstations for students, projectors,
infrastructure Network and IT servers).

3.3. Presentation and analysis of the events, transactions, economic
changes which significantly affect the income generated by the main
activity. Mention of the extent to which the income has been affected by
each element identified. Comparison with the same period of the last year.
Compared to the first semester of 2016, in the reporting period, the organization has observed
the following events and trends that can significantly affect revenues:
Cloud migration
The bet made by the company in 2015, when we identified the cloud as a significant business
development opportunity for our business, seems to be a winner. In the first semester of 2017,
the Company seized a much larger opening of its customers to Clod projects, carrying out 15
migration projects. More important, customers from previously 'reluctant' domains became
interested and pay attention to this topic. This trend has the potential to significantly influence
the Company's revenue in the future.
On the other hand, in this new business niche there is the chance to face up to now unknown
competitors, who are from the software development area, which can negatively influence
both the costs and prospects of the company winning these projects.
Nearshoring trend
Due to the movement to Romania of IT operations centers of several multinationals, our
company has a double opportunity: on the one hand, the potential to increase training
revenues with training for the local teams for said companies and on the other hand, the
potential to be subcontracted for advanced services (so called “Layer 3”) for these global
support centers.
However, this trend can also negatively affect the company's revenues by lowering the delivery
capacity of the company in case said multinational companies offer better financial prospects
to current members of the Bittnet team.
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4.Changes

which affect the company’s capital and
administration
4.1. Description of the situations when the company was unable to fulfil its
financial obligations within that period.
The company has not been unable to fulfil its financial obligations.

4.2. Description of any change in the rights of holders of securities issued
by the company.
There are no changes in the rights of holders of securities issued by the company.
The General Shareholders Meeting approved the following operations regarding the capital of
the Company:
The capital increase with free shares at a 1:1 rate
During the first half of fiscal year 2017, the Company’s shareholders approved the increase of
the share capital with amount RON 1.451.412,30 (by issuing 14.514.123 new shares), up to
RON 2.902.824,60 ( a total of 29.028.246 shares).
The share capital increase was possible by the following sources:
1. capitalization of undistributed net profits of the years 2015 in the amount of RON
507,391.89;
2. capitalization of share premiums in the amount of RON 680,817.60;
3. capitalization of the amount of RON 263,202.81 from the undistributed profit of the
fiscal year 2016.
According to the Shareholder Meeting, the allocation ratio of newly issued shares was two
bonus shares for every share held (1:1) for the registered shareholders mentioned in the
Shareholders' Register held by the Central Depository at the registration date: June 30th, 2017.
Central Depository uploaded the free shares into investors accounts on July 11, 2017.
The capital increase with new contributions
The same Shareholder Meeting approved the increase of capital with new contributions from
shareholders by issuing a number of 1.416.012 new shares.
The share capital increase will be achieved by offering new shares for subscription, within the
preference rights offered to shareholders on record in the Shareholders’ Register at the
registration date, 22 of May 2017 and which and have not alienated their preference rights
during the trading period.
After the period for exercising the preference rights for newly issued shares expires,
unsubscribed shares will be offered for subscription in a private placement at a price at least
equal to the price offered to registered shareholders.
According to the Shareholders Meeting decision, the preference rights will be tradable in the
relevant market administered by Bucharest Stock Exchange.
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Current shareholder structure at 30 of June 2017
The current shareholder structure at 30 of June 2017, according to obtained holding ownership
disclosures, is as follows:

Shareholder:

% of share capital and votes

LOGOFĂTU CRISTIAN-ION

29,2128 %

LOGOFĂTU MIHAI-ALEXANDRU-CONSTANTIN

27,8924 %

CAPATINA-GROSANU RAZVAN

15,9728 %

OTHER SHAREHOLDERS

26,9220%

5.

Significant transactions

Not the case - In the reporting period the company did not conclude any significant
transactions with parties with which the company acts in concert.

6. Signatures and declarations as per Art 123^2, point B,
letter C of ASF Reg. 1 / 2006
Cristian Logofatu, as CFO, states that, to his knowledge, half-yearly accounting reporting that
has been prepared in accordance with the applicable accounting standards, provides a true and
fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position, profit and loss of the issuer or its
subsidiaries included in the consolidation process and that it presents fairly and completely the
information about the issuer;
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7. Realization of financial forecasts for 2017
Profit and loss account [RON]
Turnover

Forecasted value Reported
2017
HY2017

value % of realization
after HY

25 275 000

8 514 633

33,69%

- 22 700 000

8 124 821

35,79%

-135 000

-41 000

30,37%

2 440 000

331 945

13,60%

-500 000

-309 288

61,86%

0

0

-500 000

-335 860

67,17%

Gross result

1 940 000

22 657

1,17%

Net result

1 629 600

13 156

0,81%

30 444 258

29 028 246

0.05

0.0005

Operating expenses, including:
- Depreciation and Amortization
Operating result
Financial result, including:
- Profit from sale of Treasury
Shares
- Financial expenses

Number of shares
Net result per share

8. Annexes
Attached are the half year unaudited financial statements:

8.1.

Balance sheet

8.2.

Profit and loss account

8.3.

Informative data
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C 7FOJUVSJ DU 



"MUFDIFMUVJFMJEFFYQMPBUBSF SEMB







$IFMUVJFMJQSJWJOEQSFTUB́JJMFFYUFSOF
 DU             







$IFMUVJFMJDVBMUFJNQP[JUF UBYFǵJWǊSTǊNJOUFBTJNJMBUF
DIFMUVJFMJSFQSF[FOUÉOEUSBOTGFSVSJǵJDPOUSJCV́JJEBUPSBUFÔOCB[BVOPSBDUF
OPSNBUJWFTQFDJBMF DU 







$IFMUVJFMJDVQSPUFD́JBNFEJVMVJÔODPOKVSǊUPS DU



$IFMUVJFMJEJOSFFWBMVBSFBJNPCJMJ[ǊSJMPSDPSQPSBMF DU



$IFMUVJFMJQSJWJOEDBMBNJUǊ́JMFǵJBMUFFWFOJNFOUFTJNJMBSF DU 



"MUFDIFMUVJFMJ DU    







$IFMUVJFMJDVEPCÉO[JMFEFSFGJOBÓBSFÔOSFHJTUSBUFEFFOUJUǊ́JMFSBEJBUFEJO3FHJTUSVM

HFOFSBMTJDBSFNBJBVJOEFSVMBSFDPOUSBDUFEFMFBTJOH DU
"KVTUǊSJQSJWJOEQSPWJ[JPBOFMF SE 



$IFMUVJFMJ DU



7FOJUVSJ DU



$)&-56*&-*%&&91-0"5"3&o505"- SEMB     







1SPGJU SE







1JFSEFSF SE







7FOJUVSJEJOJOUFSFTFEFQBSUJDJQBSF DU  



EJODBSF WFOJUVSJMFPĆJOVUFEFMBFOUJUǊ́JMFBGJMJBUF



7FOJUVSJEJOEPCÉO[J DU







EJODBSF WFOJUVSJMFPĆJOVUFEFMBFOUJUǊ́JMFBGJMJBUF



7FOJUVSJEJOTVCWFÓJJEFFYQMPBUBSFQFOUSVEPCÉOEBEBUPSBUǊ DU 



"MUFWFOJUVSJGJOBODJBSF DU     







EJODBSF WFOJUVSJEJOBMUFJNPCJMJ[ǊSJGJOBODJBSF DU 



7&/*563*'*/"/$*"3&o505"- SE   







"KVTUǊSJEFWBMPBSFQSJWJOEJNPCJMJ[ǊSJMFGJOBODJBSFǵJJOWFTUJ́JJMFGJOBODJBSF
EF́JOVUFDBBDUJWFDJSDVMBOUF SE



$IFMUVJFMJ DU



7FOJUVSJ DU



$IFMUVJFMJQSJWJOEEPCÉO[JMF DU







EJODBSF DIFMUVJFMJMFÔOSFMB́JBDVFOUJUǊ́JMFBGJMJBUF



"MUFDIFMUVJFMJGJOBODJBSF DU    







$)&-56*&-*'*/"/$*"3&o505"- SE  







1SPGJU SE







1JFSEFSF SE







130'*56-4"61*&3%&3&"%*/&91-0"5"3&

130'*56-4"61*&3%&3&"'*/"/$*"3 Ɖ 
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7&/*563*505"-& SE 







$)&-56*&-*505"-& SE 







1SPGJU SE







1JFSEFSF SE







*NQP[JUVMQFQSPGJU DU







"MUFJNQP[JUFOFQSF[FOUBUFMBFMFNFOUFMFEFNBJTVT DU



130'*56-4"61*&3%&3&"#365 Ɖ 

130'*56-4"61*&3%&3&"/&5 Ɖ "1&3*0"%&*%&3"1035"3&
1SPGJU SE 







1JFSEFSF SE   







4VNBEFDPOUSPM'



 $POUVSJEFSFQBSUJ[BUEVQǊOBUVSBFMFNFOUFMPSSFTQFDUJWF
-BSÉOEVMTFDVQSJOEǵJESFQUVSJMFDPMBCPSBUPSJMPS TUBCJMJUFQPUSJWJUMFHJTMB́JFJNVODJJ DBSFTFQSFJBVEJOSVMBKVMEFCJUPSBMDPOUVMVJ
v$IFMUVJFMJDVDPMBCPSBUPSJJw BOBMJUJDv$PMBCPSBUPSJQFSTPBOFGJ[JDFw
      -B SÉOEVM   ÔO DPOUVM  v$IFMUVJFMJ SFQSF[FOUBOE USBOTGFSVSJ TJ DPOUSJCVUJJ EBUPSBUF JO CB[B VOPS BDUF OPSNBUJWF TQFDJBMFw TF FWJEFOǹJB[Ǌ
DIFMUVJFMJMFSFQSF[FOUÉOEUSBOTGFSVSJǷJDPOUSJCVǹJJEBUPSBUFÔOCB[BVOPSBDUFOPSNBUJWFTQFDJBMF BMUFMFEFDÉUDFMFQSFWǊ[VUFEF$PEVM'JTDBM

"%.*/*453"503

*/50$.*5

/VNFMFTJQSFOVNFMF

/VNFMFTJQSFOVNFMF

-PHPGBUV.*IBJ"MFYBOESV

1SPTZT"VEJU43-
$BMJUBUFB

4FNOǊUVSB@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

1&340"/&'*;*$&"6503*;"5& .&.#3&$&$$"3

4FNOǊUVSB@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

'PSNVMBS
7"-*%"5

/SEFJOSFHJTUSBSFJOPSHBOJTNVMQSPGFTJPOBM
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DATE INFORMATIVE
MBEBUBEF

$PE

*%BUFQSJWJOESF[VMUBUVMJOSFHJTUSBU
"

- lei -

/S
SE

/SVOJUBUJ

4VNF

#





6OJUB́JDBSFBVJOSFHJTUSBUQSPGJU



6OJUB́JDBSFBVJOSFHJTUSBUQJFSEFSF



6OJUB́JDBSFOVBVJOSFHJTUSBUOJDJQSPGJUOJDJQJFSEFSF



**%BUFQSJWJOEQMBUJMFSFTUBOUF

/S
SE

5PUBM 
EJODBSF

1FOUSV
BDUJWJUBUFB
DVSFOUB

1FOUSV
BDUJWJUBUFBEF
JOWFTUJUJJ

#

 





"





1MBUJSFTUBOUFoUPUBM SE  MB







'VSOJ[PSJSFTUBÓJoUPUBM SEMB







QFTUFEF[JMF







QFTUFEF[JMF







QFTUFBO







0CMJHBUJJSFTUBOUFGBUBEFCVHFUVMBTJHVSBSJMPSTPDJBMFoUPUBM
SEMB



DPOUSJCVUJJQFOUSVBTJHVSBSJTPDJBMFEFTUBUEBUPSBUFEF
BOHBKBUPSJ TBMBSJBUJTJBMUFQFSTPBOFBTJNJMBUF



DPOUSJCVUJJQFOUSVGPOEVMBTJHVSBSJMPSTPDJBMFEFTBOBUBUF



DPOUSJCV́JBQFOUSVQFOTJBTVQMJNFOUBSǊ



DPOUSJCVUJJQFOUSVCVHFUVMBTJHVSBSJMPSQFOUSVTPNBK



BMUFEBUPSJJTPDJBMF
0CMJHBUJJSFTUBOUFGBUBEFCVHFUFMFGPOEVSJMPSTQFDJBMFTJBMUF
GPOEVSJ



0CMJHBUJJSFTUBOUFGBUBEFBMUJDSFEJUPSJ



*NQP[JUFTJUBYFOFQMBUJUFMBUFSNFOVMTUBCJMJUMBCVHFUVMEFTUBU



*NQP[JUFTJUBYFOFQMBUJUFMBUFSNFOVMTUBCJMJUMBCVHFUFMFMPDBMF



***/VNBSNFEJVEFTBMBSJBUJ

/S
SE





#





"



/VNBSNFEJVEFTBMBSJBUJ







/VNBSVMFGFDUJWEFTBMBSJBUJFYJTUFOUJMBTGBSTJUVMQFSJPBEFJ 
SFTQFDUJWMBEBUBEFJVOJF







*73FEFWFÓFQMǊUJUFÔODVSTVMQFSJPBEFJEFSBQPSUBSF 
TVCWFÓJJÔODBTBUFǵJDSFBÓFSFTUBOUF
"

/S
SE

4VNF MFJ

#



3FEFWFÓFQMǊUJUFÔODVSTVMQFSJPBEFJEFSBQPSUBSFQFOUSVCVOVSJMFEJOEPNFOJVMQVCMJD 
QSJNJUFÔODPODFTJVOF EJODBSF



SFEFWFÓFQFOUSVCVOVSJMFEJOEPNFOJVMQVCMJDQMǊUJUFMBCVHFUVMEFTUBU



3FEFWFÓǊNJOJFSǊQMǊUJUǊ MBCVHFUVMEFTUBU



3FEFWFÓǊQFUSPMJFSǊQMǊUJUǊ MBCVHFUVMEFTUBU



Chirii plătite în cursul perioadei de raportare pentru terenuri 



7FOJUVSJCSVUFEJOTFSWJDJJQMǊUJUFDǊUSFQFSTPBOFOFSF[JEFOUF EJODBSF
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JNQP[JUVMEBUPSBUMBCVHFUVMEFTUBU



7FOJUVSJCSVUFEJOTFSWJDJJQMǊUJUFDǊUSFQFSTPBOFOFSF[JEFOUFEJOTUBUFMFNFNCSFBMF
6OJVOJJ&VSPQFOF EJODBSF



JNQP[JUVMEBUPSBUMBCVHFUVMEFTUBU



4VCWFÓJJÔODBTBUFÔODVSTVMQFSJPBEFJEFSBQPSUBSF EJODBSF



TVCWFÓJJÔODBTBUFÔODVSTVMQFSJPBEFJEFSBQPSUBSFBGFSFOUFBDUJWFMPS



TVCWFÓJJBGFSFOUFWFOJUVSJMPS EJODBSF



TVCWFÓJJQFOUSVTUJNVMBSFBPDVQǊSJJGPŚFJEFNVODǊ



$SFBÓFSFTUBOUF DBSFOVBVGPTUÔODBTBUFMBUFSNFOFMFQSFWǊ[VUFÔODPOUSBDUFMFDPNFSDJBMF
ǵJTBVÔOBDUFMFOPSNBUJWFÔOWJHPBSF EJODBSF



DSFBÓFSFTUBOUFEFMBFOUJUǊ́JEJOTFDUPSVMNBKPSJUBSTBVJOUFHSBMEFTUBU



DSFBÓFSFTUBOUFEFMBFOUJUǊ́JEJOTFDUPSVMQSJWBU



75JDIFUFEFNBTB

/S
SE

4VNF MFJ

#



"
$POUSBWBMPBSFBUJDIFUFMPSEFNBTBBDPSEBUFTBMBSJBUJMPS



7*$IFMUVJFMJFGFDUVBUFQFOUSVBDUJWJUBUFBEF /S
SE
DFSDFUBSFEF[WPMUBSF
"

#









$IFMUVJFMJEFDFSDFUBSFEF[WPMUBSF  







EVQBTVSTFEFGJOBOUBSF SE 







EJOGPOEVSJQVCMJDF



EJOGPOEVSJQSJWBUF



EVQBOBUVSBDIFMUVJFMJMPS SE 







DIFMUVJFMJDVSFOUF



DIFMUVJFMJEFDBQJUBM







7**$IFMUVJFMJEFJOPWBSF

/S
SE
#

"
$IFMUVJFMJEFJOPWBSF



7***"MUFJOGPSNB́JJ

/S
SE
#

"
"WBOTVSJBDPSEBUFQFOUSVJNPCJMJ[ǊSJOFDPSQPSBMF
DU



















"WBOTVSJBDPSEBUFQFOUSVJNPCJMJ[ǊSJDPSQPSBMF DU



*NPCJMJ[ǊSJGJOBODJBSF ÔOTVNFCSVUF SE  
"D́JVOJEF́JOVUFMBFOUJUǊ́JMFBGJMJBUF JOUFSFTFEF
QBSUJDJQBSF BMUFUJUMVSJJNPCJMJ[BUFǵJPCMJHB́JVOJ ÔOTVNF
CSVUF SEMB 
BD́JVOJOFDPUBUFFNJTFEFSF[JEFOUJ



QǊŚJTPDJBMFFNJTFEFSF[JEFOUJ



BDUJVOJTJQBSUJTPDJBMFFNJTFEFOFSF[JEFOUJ



PCMJHBUJVOJFNJTFEFOFSF[JEFOUJ



$SFBÓFJNPCJMJ[BUF ÔOTVNFCSVUF SE  











DSFBÓFJNPCJMJ[BUFÔOMFJTJFYQSJNBUFJOMFJ BDBSPS
EFDPOUBSFTFGBDFJOGVODUJFEFDVSTVMVOFJWBMVUF
 EJODU







DSFBÓFJNPCJMJ[BUFÔOWBMVUǊ EJODU
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$SFBÓFDPNFSDJBMF BWBOTVSJQFOUSVDVNQǊSǊSJEFCVOVSJ
EFOBUVSBTUPDVSJMPSǷJQFOUSVQSFTUǊSJEFTFSWJDJJBDPSEBUF
GVSOJ[PSJMPSǵJBMUFDPOUVSJBTJNJMBUF ÔOTVNFCSVUF
DU     EJODBSF







DSFBOǹFDPNFSDJBMFÔOSFMBUJBDVOFSF[JEFOǹJJ BWBOTVSJ
QFOUSVDVNQǊSǊSJEFCVOVSJEFOBUVSBTUPDVSJMPSǷJQFOUSV
QSFTUǊSJEFTFSWJDJJBDPSEBUFGVSOJ[PSJMPSOFSF[JEFOǹJǷJBMUF
DPOUVSJBTJNJMBUF ÔOTVNFCSVUF EJODU EJODU EJO
DU EJODU EJODU







$SFBÓFOFÔODBTBUFMBUFSNFOVMTUBCJMJU
EJODU EJODU EJODU EJODU







$SFBÓFÔOMFHǊUVSǊDVQFSTPOBMVMǵJDPOUVSJBTJNJMBUF
 DU  






$SFBÓFÔOMFHǊUVSǊDVCVHFUVMBTJHVSǊSJMPSTPDJBMFǵJ
CVHFUVMTUBUVMVJ EJODU     
        SEMB
DSFBOUFJOMFHBUVSBDVCVHFUVMBTJHVSBSJMPSTPDJBMF
DU  
DSFBOUFGJTDBMFJOMFHBUVSBDVCVHFUVMTUBUVMVJ DU
   
TVCWFOUJJEFJODBTBU DU
GPOEVSJTQFDJBMFUBYFTJWBSTBNJOUFBTJNJMBUF
DU
BMUFDSFBOUFJOMFHBUVSBDVCVHFUVMTUBUVMVJ DU


















$SFBOUFMFFOUJUBUJJJOSFMBUJJMFDVFOUJUBUJMFBGJMJBUF DU

$SFBÓF ÔO MFHǊUVSǊ DV CVHFUVM BTJHVSǊSJMPS TPDJBMF ǵJ
CVHFUVM TUBUVMVJ OFÔODBTBUF MB UFSNFOVM TUBCJMJU (din ct.
431 + din ct. 437 + din ct. 4382 + din ct. 441 + din ct. 
4424 + din ct. 4428 + din ct. 444 + din ct. 445 + din ct.
446 + din ct. 447 + din ct. 4482)
"MUFDSFBÓF DU      
  SEMB 



EFDPOUBSJQSJWJOEJOUFSFTFMFEFQBSUJDJQBSF EFDPOUBSJ
DVBDUJPOBSJJBTPDJBUJJQSJWJOEDBQJUBMVM EFDPOUBSJEJO
PQFSBUJVOJJOQBSUJDJQBUJF DU  



BMUFDSFBOUFJOMFHBUVSBDVQFSTPBOFMFGJ[JDFTJ
QFSTPBOFMFKVSJEJDF BMUFMFEFDBUDSFBOUFMFJOMFHBUVSBDV
JOTUJUVUJJMFQVCMJDF JOTUJUVUJJMFTUBUVMVJ 
 EJODU EJODU EJODU 







TVNFMFQSFMVBUFEJODPOUVMh"WBOTVSJEFUSF[PSFSJFh
SFQSF[FOUÉOEBWBOTVSJMFEFUSF[PSFSJF BDPSEBUFQPUSJWJU
MFHJJǵJOFEFDPOUBUFQÉOǊMBEBUBEFJVOJF EJODU







%PCÉO[JEFÔODBTBU DU  EJODBSF



EFMBOFSF[JEFOUJ



7BMPBSFBÔNQSVNVUVSJMPSBDPSEBUFPQFSBUPSJMPS
FDPOPNJDJ ****)
*OWFTUJ́JJQFUFSNFOTDVSU ÔOTVNFCSVUF DU  
  EJODU  SEMB 
BD́JVOJOFDPUBUFFNJTFEFSF[JEFOUJ





QǊŚJTPDJBMFFNJTFEFSF[JEFOUJ



BDUJVOJFNJTFEFOFSF[JEFOUJ



PCMJHBUJVOJFNJTFEFOFSF[JEFOUJ



"MUFWBMPSJEFÔODBTBU DU  
$BTBÔOMFJǵJÔOWBMVUǊ SE 








ÔOMFJ DU 
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ÔOWBMVUǊ DU



$POUVSJDVSFOUFMBCǊODJÔOMFJǵJÔOWBMVUǊ SE 







ÔOMFJ DU EJODBSF







DPOUVSJDVSFOUFÔOMFJEFTDIJTFMBCǊODJOFSF[JEFOUF



ÔOWBMVUǊ DU EJODBSF







- conturi curente în WBMVUǊEFTDIJTFMBCǊODJ
OFSF[JEente



"MUFDPOUVSJDVSFOUFMBCǊODJǵJBDSFEJUJWF  SE 



































TVNFÔODVSTEFEFDPOUBSF BDSFEJUJWFǵJBMUFWBMPSJ
EFÔODBTBU ÔOMFJ DU   
TVNFÔODVSTEFEFDPOUBSFǵJBDSFEJUJWFÔOWBMVUǊ
EJODU 




%BUPSJJ SE        
  



$SFEJUFCBODBSFFYUFSOFQFUFSNFOTDVSU DU 
  SE  



ÔOMFJ



ÔOWBMVUǊ



$SFEJUFCBODBSFFYUFSOFQFUFSNFOMVOH DU 
  SE  



ÔOMFJ



ÔOWBMVUǊ
$SFEJUFEFMBUSF[PSFSJBTUBUVMVJTJEPCBO[JMFBGFSFOUF DU
 EJODU
"MUFÔNQSVNVUVSJǵJEPCÉO[JMFBGFSFOUF DU  
   SE 





ÔOMFJTJFYQSJNBUFJOMFJ BDBSPSEFDPOUBSFTF
GBDFJOGVODUJFEFDVSTVMVOFJWBMVUF



ÔOWBMVUǊ



"MUFÔNQSVNVUVSJǵJEBUPSJJBTJNJMBUF DU EJODBSF



WBMPBSFBDPODFTJVOJMPSQSJNJUF EJODU



%BUPSJJDPNFSDJBMF BWBOTVSJQSJNJUFEFMBDMJFÓJǵJBMUF
DPOUVSJBTJNJMBUF ÔOTVNFCSVUF DU    
  EJODBSF
EBUPSJJDPNFSDJBMFÔOSFMBUJBDVOFSF[JEFOǹJJ BWBOTVSJ
QSJNJUFEFMBDMJFOǹJOFSF[JEFOǹJǷJBMUFDPOUVSJBTJNJMBUF ÔO

TVNFCSVUF EJODU EJODU EJODU EJODU
 EJODU EJODU 
%BUPSJJÔOMFHǊUVSǊDVQFSTPOBMVMǵJDPOUVSJBTJNJMBUF DU

     
%BUPSJJÔOMFHǊUVSǊDVCVHFUVMBTJHVSǊSJMPSTPDJBMFǵJ
CVHFUVMTUBUVMVJ DU     
      SEMB



EBUPSJJJOMFHBUVSBDVCVHFUVMBTJHVSBSJMPSTPDJBMF

DU  
EBUPSJJGJTDBMFJOMFHBUVSBDVCVHFUVMTUBUVMVJ

DU    
GPOEVSJTQFDJBMFUBYFTJWBSTBNJOUFBTJNJMBUF
DU
BMUFEBUPSJJJOMFHBUVSBDVCVHFUVMTUBUVMVJ
DU




%BUPSJJMFFOUJUBUJJJOSFMBUJJMFDVFOUJUBUJMFBGJMJBUF DU



4VNFEBUPSBUFBDUJPOBSJMPSBTPDJBUJMPS DU EJODBSF
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TVNFEBUPSBUFBDUJPOBSJMPSBTPDJBUJMPS1'



TVNFEBUPSBUFBDUJPOBSJMPSBTPDJBUJMPS1+



"MUFEBUPSJJ DU      
      SEMB
EFDPOUBSJQSJWJOEJOUFSFTFMFEFQBSUJDJQBSF 
EFDPOUBSJDVBDUJPOBSJJBTPDJBUJJQSJWJOEDBQJUBMVM 
EFDPOUBSJEJOPQFSBUJJJOQBSUJDJQBUJF
 DU   
BMUFEBUPSJJJOMFHBUVSBDVQFSTPBOFMFGJ[JDFTJ
QFSTPBOFMFKVSJEJDF BMUFMFEFDBUEBUPSJJMFJOMFHBUVSBDV
JOTUJUVUJJMFQVCMJDF JOTUJUVUJJMFTUBUVMVJ  
 EJODU  EJODU EJODU





















TVCWFOUJJOFSFMVBUFMBWFOJUVSJ EJODU



WBSTBNJOUFEFFGFDUVBUQFOUSVJNPCJMJ[BSJ
GJOBODJBSFTJJOWFTUJUJJQFUFSNFOTDVSU DU 



WFOJUVSJÔOBWBOTBGFSFOUFBDUJWFMPSQSJNJUFQSJO

USBOTGFSEFMBDMJFÓJ DU
%PCÉO[JEFQMǊUJU DU




Valoarea împrumuturilor primite de la operatorii
economici ****)



$BQJUBMTVCTDSJTWǊSTBU DU EJODBSF







BD́JVOJDPUBUF







BD́JVOJOFDPUBUF



QǊŚJTPDJBMF



DBQJUBMTVCTDSJTWBSTBUEFOFSF[JEFOUJ EJODU



#SFWFUFTJMJDFOUF EJODU



*9*OGPSNBUJJQSJWJOEDIFMUVJFMJMFDV
DPMBCPSBUPSJJ

/S
SE





#





"
$IFMUVJFMJDVDPMBCPSBUPSJJ DU



9*OGPSNB́JJQSJWJOECVOVSJMFEJOEPNFOJVM
QVCMJDBMTUBUVMVJ

/S
SE





#





"
7BMPBSFBCVOVSJMPSEJOEPNFOJVMQVCMJDBMTUBUVMVJBGMBUF
ÔOBENJOJTUSBSF
7BMPBSFBCVOVSJMPSEJOEPNFOJVMQVCMJDBMTUBUVMVJBGMBUF
ÔODPODFTJVOF








7BMPBSFBCVOVSJMPSEJOEPNFOJVMQVCMJDBMTUBUVMVJ
ÔODIJSJBUF



9**OGPSNB́JJQSJWJOECVOVSJMFEJO
QSPQSJFUBUFBQSJWBUǊBTUBUVMVJTVQVTF
JOWFOUBSJFSJJDG0.'1OS

/S
SE





#





"
7BMPBSFBDPOUBCJMǊOFUǊBCVOVSJMPS
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/S
SE

9**$BQJUBMTPDJBMWǊSTBU

"



#

$BQJUBMTPDJBMWǊSTBU DU  
 SE  MB



EF́JOVUEFJOTUJUV́JJQVCMJDF  SE 



EF́JOVUEFJOTUJUV́JJQVCMJDFEFTVCPSEPOBSFDFOUSBMǊ



EF́JOVUEFJOTUJUV́JJQVCMJDFEFTVCPSEPOBSFMPDBMǊ



EF́JOVUEFTPDJFUǊ́JMFDVDBQJUBMEFTUBU 
EJODBSF



DVDBQJUBMJOUFHSBMEFTUBU



DVDBQJUBMNBKPSJUBSEFTUBU



DVDBQJUBMNJOPSJUBSEFTUBU



EF́JOVUEFSFHJJBVUPOPNF



EF́JOVUEFTPDJFUǊ́JDVDBQJUBMQSJWBU



EF́JOVUEFQFSTPBOFGJ[JDF



EF́JOVUEFBMUFFOUJUǊ́J





4VNB MFJ



4VNB MFJ



$PM

$PM

$PM

$PM

9

9***$SFBÓFQSFMVBUFQSJODFTJPOBSFEFMBQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDF
"

/S
SE
#

$SFBÓFQSFMVBUFQSJODFTJPOBSFEFMBQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDF MBWBMPBSFBOPNJOBMǊ EJO
DBSF



DSFBÓFQSFMVBUFQSJODFTJPOBSFEFMBQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDFBGJMJBUF



$SFBÓFQSFMVBUFQSJODFTJPOBSFEFMBQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDF MBDPTUEFBDIJ[J́JF EJODBSF



DSFBÓFQSFMVBUFQSJODFTJPOBSFEFMBQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDFBGJMJBUF





/S
SE

9*77FOJUVSJPĆJOVUFEJOBDUJWJUǊ́JBHSJDPMF
"
7FOJUVSJPĆJOVUFEJOBDUJWJUǊ́JBHSJDPMF

#


9

4VNF  MFJ




4VNF  MFJ




4VNBEFDPOUSPM'
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/SEFJOSFHJTUSBSFJOPSHBOJTNVMQSPGFTJPOBM



 4VCWFÓJJQFOUSVTUJNVMBSFBPDVQǊSJJGPŚFJEFNVODǊ USBOTGFSVSJEFMBCVHFUVMTUBUVMVJDǊUSFBOHBKBUPS SFQSF[JOUǊTVNFMFBDPSEBUFBOHBKBUPSJMPSQFOUSVQMBUB
BCTPMWFÓJMPSJOTUJUV́JJMPSEFÔOWǊ́ǊNÉOU TUJNVMBSFBǵPNFSJMPSDBSFTFÔODBESFB[ǊÔONVODǊÔOBJOUFEFFYQJSBSFBQFSJPBEFJEFǵPNBK TUJNVMBSFBBOHBKBUPSJMPSDBSF
ÔODBESFB[ǊÔONVODBQFQFSJPBEBOFEFUFSNJOBUǊǵPNFSJÔOWÉSTUǊEFQFTUFEFBOJ ǵPNFSJÔOUSF́JOǊUPSJVOJDJEFGBNJMJFTBVǵPNFSJDBSFÔOUFSNFOEFBOJEFMBEBUB
BOHBKǊSJJÔOEFQMJOFTDDPOEJ́JJMFQFOUSVBTPMJDJUBQFOTJBBOUJDJQBUǊQBŚJBMǊTBVEFBDPSEBSFBQFOTJFJQFOUSVMJNJUBEFWÉSTUǊ PSJQFOUSVBMUFTJUVB́JJQSFWǊ[VUFQSJO
MFHJTMB́JBÔOWJHPBSFQSJWJOETJTUFNVMBTJHVSǊSJMPSQFOUSVǵPNBKǵJTUJNVMBSFBPDVQǊSJJGPŚFJEFNVODǊ
 4FWBDPNQMFUBDVDIFMUVJFMJMFFGFDUVBUFQFOUSVBDUJWJUBUFBEFDFSDFUBSFEF[WPMUBSF SFTQFDUJWDFSDFUBSFBGVOEBNFOUBMǊ DFSDFUBSFBBQMJDBUJWǊ EF[WPMUBSFB
UFIOPMPHJDǊǵJJOPWBSFB TUBCJMJUFQPUSJWJUQSFWFEFSJMPS0SEPOBÓFJ(VWFSOVMVJOSQSJWJOEDFSDFUBSFBǵUJJÓJGJDǊǵJEF[WPMUBSFBUFIOPMPHJDǊ BQSPCBUǊDVNPEJGJDǊSJ
ǵJDPNQMFUǊSJQSJO-FHFBOS DVNPEJGJDǊSJMFǵJDPNQMFUǊSJMFVMUFSJPBSF$IFMUVJFMJMFTFWPSDPNQMFUBDPOGPSN3FHVMBNFOUVMVJEFQVOFSFÔOBQMJDBSF 6& OS
BM$PNJTJFJEJOPDUPNCSJFEFTUBCJMJSFBOPSNFMPSEFQVOFSFÔOBQMJDBSFB%FDJ[JFJOS$&B1BSMBNFOUVMVJ&VSPQFBOǵJB$POTJMJVMVJQSJWJOE
QSPEVD́JBǵJEF[WPMUBSFBTUBUJTUJDJMPSDPNVOJUBSFÔOEPNFOJVMǵUJJÓFJǵJBMUFIOPMPHJFJ QVCMJDBUÔO+VSOBMVM0GJDJBMBM6OJVOJJ&VSPQFOF TFSJB- OS

4FWBDPNQMFUBDVDIFMUVJFMJMFFGFDUVBUFQFOUSVBDUJWJUBUFBEFJOPWBSFDPOGPSN3FHVMBNFOUVMVJEFQVOFSFÔOBQMJDBSF 6& OSBM$PNJTJFJEJO
PDUPNCSJFEFTUBCJMJSFBOPSNFMPSEFQVOFSFÔOBQMJDBSFB%FDJ[JFJOS$&B1BSMBNFOUVMVJ&VSPQFBOǵJB$POTJMJVMVJQSJWJOEQSPEVD́JBǵJEF[WPMUBSFB
TUBUJTUJDJMPSDPNVOJUBSFÔOEPNFOJVMǵUJJÓFJǵJBMUFIOPMPHJFJ QVCMJDBUÔO+VSOBMVM0GJDJBMBM6OJVOJJ&VSPQFOF TFSJB- OS

·ODBUFHPSJBPQFSBUPSJMPSFDPOPNJDJOVTFDVQSJOEFOUJUǊ́JMFSFHMFNFOUBUFǵJTVQSBWFHIFBUFEF#BODB/B́JPOBMǊB3PNÉOJFJ SFTQFDUJW"VUPSJUBUFBEF
4VQSBWFHIFSF'JOBODJBSǊ TPDJFUǊ́JMFSFDMBTJGJDBUFÔOTFDUPSVMBENJOJTUSB́JFJQVCMJDFǵJJOTUJUV́JJMFGǊSǊTDPQMVDSBUJWÔOTFSWJDJVMHPTQPEǊSJJMPSQPQVMB́JFJ

1FOUSVDSFBÓFMFQSFMVBUFQSJODFTJPOBSFEFMBQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDFTFWPSDPNQMFUBBUÉUWBMPBSFBOPNJOBMǊBBDFTUPSB DÉUǵJDPTUVMMPSEFBDIJ[J́JF
1FOUSVTUBUVUVMEFhQFSTPBOFKVSJEJDFBGJMJBUFhTFWPSBWFBÔOWFEFSFQSFWFEFSJMFBSUQDUMJUD ǷJE EJO-FHFBOSQSJWJOE$PEVM'JTDBM DVNPEJGJDǊSJMFǵJ
DPNQMFUǊSJMFVMUFSJPBSF

$POGPSNBSUEJO3FHVMBNFOUVM%FMFHBU 6& OSBM$PNJTJFJEJONBSUJFEFDPNQMFUBSFB3FHVMBNFOUVMVJ 6& OSBM
1BSMBNFOUVMVJ&VSPQFBOǷJBM$POTJMJVMVJEFTUBCJMJSFBVOPSOPSNFQSJWJOEQMǊǹJMFEJSFDUFBDPSEBUFGFSNJFSJMPSQSJOTDIFNFEFTQSJKJOÔODBESVMQPMJUJDJJBHSJDPMFDPNVOFǷJ
EFNPEJGJDBSFBBOFYFJ9MBSFHVMBNFOUVMNFOǹJPOBU h  WFOJUVSJMFPCǹJOVUFEJOBDUJWJUǊǹJMFBHSJDPMFTVOUWFOJUVSJMFDBSFBVGPTUPCǹJOVUFEFVOGFSNJFSEJOBDUJWJUBUFB
TBBHSJDPMǊÔOTFOTVMBSUJDPMVMVJBMJOFBUVM  MJUFSB D EJOSFHVMBNFOUVMNFOǹJPOBU 3 6&  ÔODBESVMFYQMPBUBǹJFJTBMF JODMVTJWTQSJKJOVMEJOQBSUFB6OJVOJJEJO
'POEVMFVSPQFBOEFHBSBOUBSFBHSJDPMǊ '&(" ǷJEJO'POEVMFVSPQFBOBHSJDPMQFOUSVEF[WPMUBSFSVSBMǊ '&"%3 QSFDVNǷJPSJDFBKVUPSOBǹJPOBMBDPSEBUQFOUSVBDUJWJUǊǹJ
BHSJDPMF DVFYDFQǹJBQMǊǹJMPSEJSFDUFOBǹJPOBMFDPNQMFNFOUBSFÔOUFNFJVMBSUJDPMFMPSǷJEJO3FHVMBNFOUVM 6& OS
7FOJUVSJMFPCǹJOVUFEJOQSFMVDSBSFBQSPEVTFMPSBHSJDPMFÔOTFOTVMBSUJDPMVMVJBMJOFBUVM  MJUFSB E EJO3FHVMBNFOUVM 6& OSBMFFYQMPBUBǹJFJTVOU
DPOTJEFSBUFWFOJUVSJEJOBDUJWJUǊǹJBHSJDPMFDVDPOEJǹJBDBQSPEVTFMFQSFMVDSBUFTǊSǊNÉOǊQSPQSJFUBUFBGFSNJFSVMVJǷJDBPBTUGFMEFQSFMVDSBSFTǊBJCǊDBSF[VMUBUVOBMU
QSPEVTBHSJDPMÔOTFOTVMBSUJDPMVMVJBMJOFBUVM  MJUFSB E EJO3FHVMBNFOUVM 6& OS
0SJDFBMUFWFOJUVSJTVOUDPOTJEFSBUFWFOJUVSJEJOBDUJWJUǊǹJOFBHSJDPMF
  ·OTFOTVMBMJOFBUVMVJ  hWFOJUVSJhÔOTFBNOǊWFOJUVSJMFCSVUF ÔOBJOUFBEFEVDFSJJDPTUVSJMPSǷJJNQP[JUFMPSBGFSFOUFh

 4FWPSJODMVEFDIJSJJMFQMǊUJUFQFOUSVUFSFOVSJPDVQBUF DVMUVSJBHSJDPMF QǊǵVOJ GÉOF́FFUD ǵJBGFSFOUFTQB́JJMPSDPNFSDJBMF UFSBTFFUD BQBŚJOÉOEQSPQSJFUBSJMPS
QSJWB́JTBVVOPSVOJUǊ́JBMFBENJOJTUSB́JFJQVCMJDF JODMVTJWDIJSJJMFQFOUSVGPMPTJSFBMVDJVMVJEFBQǊÔOTDPQSFDSFBUJWTBVÔOBMUFTDPQVSJ QFTDVJUFUD 
 ·ODBUFHPSJBh"MUFEBUPSJJÔOMFHǊUVSǊDVQFSTPBOFMFGJ[JDFǵJQFSTPBOFMFKVSJEJDF BMUFMFEFDÉUEBUPSJJMFÔOMFHǊUVSǊDVJOTUJUV́JJMFQVCMJDF JOTUJUV́JJMFTUBUVMVJ hOVTFWPS
ÔOTDSJFTVCWFÓJJMFBGFSFOUFWFOJUVSJMPSFYJTUFOUFÔOTPMEVMDPOUVMVJ
 5JUMVSJEFWBMPBSFDBSFDPOGFSǊESFQUVSJEFQSPQSJFUBUFBTVQSBTPDJFUǊ́JMPS DBSFTVOUOFHPDJBCJMFǵJUSBO[BD́JPOBUF QPUSJWJUMFHJJ
 5JUMVSJEFWBMPBSFDBSFDPOGFSǊESFQUVSJEFQSPQSJFUBUFBTVQSBTPDJFUǊ́JMPS DBSFOVTVOUUSBO[BD́JPOBUF
 4FWBDPNQMFUBEFDǊUSFPQFSBUPSJJFDPOPNJDJDǊSPSBMFTVOUJODJEFOUFQSFWFEFSJMF0SEJOVMVJNJOJTUSVMVJGJOBOǹFMPSQVCMJDFǷJBMNJOJTUSVMVJEFMFHBUQFOUSVCVHFUOS
QFOUSVBQSPCBSFB1SFDJ[ǊSJMPSQSJWJOEÔOUPDNJSFBǷJBDUVBMJ[BSFBJOWFOUBSVMVJDFOUSBMJ[BUBMCVOVSJMPSJNPCJMFQSPQSJFUBUFQSJWBUǊBTUBUVMVJǷJBESFQUVSJMPSSFBMF
TVQVTFJOWFOUBSJFSJJ DVNPEJGJDǊSJMFǷJDPNQMFUǊSJMFVMUFSJPBSF
 -BTFD́JVOFBh9**$BQJUBMTPDJBMWǊSTBUh MBSE ÔODPMǵJDPMFOUJUǊ́JMFWPSÔOTDSJFQSPDFOUVMDPSFTQVO[ǊUPSDBQJUBMVMVJTPDJBMEF́JOVUÔOUPUBMVMDBQJUBMVMVJ
TPDJBMWǊSTBU ÔOTDSJTMBSE

4PMEVSJ3VMBKFEFQSFMVBUEJOCBMBOUBDPOUBCJMBJOGPSNVMBSFMF'TJ'DPM BODVSFOU
"UFOUJF4FMFDUBUJNBJJOUÉJUJQVMFOUJUǊUJJ NBSJTJNJKMPDJJNJDJNJDSP 
Conturi entitati mari, mijlocii si 1011 SC(+)F10S.R31
mici

/SDS



Preluare F10, F20 col.2

0,

Sterge date incarcate

 VMUJNVMSBOETBVOSDSSBOEOFDPNQMFUBU

$POU

4VNB

4BMU

8.4.

Cash flow statement
-RON -

Indicator Designation

Value

1. + Profit or loss

13.156

2. + Amortizations and provisions

40.991

3. – Inventories variations (-/+)

+ 492.961

4. – Receivables variations (-/+)

- 504.212

5. + Commercial debts variation (-/+)

+ 81.866

6. + Other debts variation (-/+)

- 473.773

7. += Cash flow from operating activities (A)

- 326.509

8. – Investments made - total, of which:

-

9. += Cash flow from investing activities (B)

-

10. + Variation amounts owed to credit
institutions (=-)-total, of which:
11. + Short-term loans (under one year)

- 327.367

12. + Medium and long term loans

- 63.491

13. += Cash flow from financial activity (C)

- 390.858

14. – Variation of other asset items (-/+)

- 65.816

15. + Variation of other liabilities (-/+)

+ 780.915

16. += Cash flow from other activities (D)

+ 846.731

17. + Monetary availability at early period

2.354.993

18. += Net cash flow (A+B+C+D)

+ 129.364

19. + Monetary availability at the end period

2.484.357

8.5. GSM Decision for amending the Shareholder Agreement

